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absTracT
More than 150 samples of pyromorphite, mimetite, vanadinite, and minerals of the hedyphane-group
(which collectively are summarized here under the term PyGM for pyromorphite-group minerals) from
the Schwarzwald mining district, southwest Germany, have been analyzed by electron microprobe and
compositions and the amount of solid solution between the various end-members were investigated.
In addition, we report the colors of the many analyzed mineral compositions. Here is a list of the most
important results.

appears to asymmetrical with up to about 3 mol% of vanadinite component in pyromorphite and up to

constrained, but we report vanadinite analyses with up to 12 mol% mimetite and 8 mol% pyromorphite
component.
and hedyphane.
mimetites, and vanadinites are Cl- or OH-dominated.
ing to mimetite.

metals like REE, Cr, Sb, Bi, or U up to a factor of 106
in the primary ore deposit very reliably.

of the REE during PyGM growth. In the absence of conclusive data, the former possibility appears the
more likely one.
ity of ore deposits.
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inTroducTion
Pyromorphite-group minerals (PyGM) commonly form during
supergene weathering of Pb-bearing ore deposits. The web site
http://www.mindat.org currently lists more than 3000 localities
worldwide, where either pyromorphite, mimetite or vanadinite,
the respective phosphate, arsenate, and vanadate end-members
3–
of the general composition Pb5X3Cl, occur (X = PO3–
4 , AsO4 , and

VO3–
4 ), plus some dozens of localities for hedyphane-group minerals (hedyphane, phosphohedyphane, and fluorphosphohedyphane)
that have the composition Ca2Pb3X3(Cl,OH,F) with X being either
3–
PO3–
4 or AsO4 (Pasero et al. 2010). Hence, these minerals are ubiquitous and potentially sensitive indicators for processes occurring

and vanadinite has been a long-lasting controversy. Based on the
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